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Decision-makers and risk managers are often called upon to prioritise on and recommend suitable mea-
sures to prevent the risk of introduction and spread of pathogens. The main objective of this study was to
assess the perceptions of experts in Italy, Switzerland and the United Kingdom concerning the impor-
tance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability of selected biosecurity measures to prevent the
introduction and limit the spread of rabies, blue tongue (BT) and classical swine fever (CSF).
After identifying the most relevant measures by the project team, an expert knowledge elicitation was

implemented through a questionnaire. After preliminary descriptive analyses, a number of statistical cal-
culations were performed such as weighted medians, Spearman rank correlation tests, Wilcoxon compar-
ison tests and ranking of measures.
Three experts from each country completed the questionnaires, one expert for each disease. The mean

answer rates for CSF, BT and rabies were 73%, 100% and 99% respectively. ‘‘Tracing system for live animal
trade” was highlighted as very relevant in all diseases. The implementation of a ‘‘restriction zone after a
suspicion or confirmation” was also rated as a relevant measure, especially for CSF. We identified gener-
ally a small correlation between costs and the other criteria. Among the rabies experts, measures related
to ‘‘zoonotic risk” were rated highly, supporting the idea of a One Health approach. Disagreement among
experts concerned 43 measures for the three pathogens: the debated measures were ‘‘control of the wild-
life CSF status”, ‘‘arthropod-vector control” and ‘‘rabies vaccination for domestic animals”.
Facing budget restriction, decision-makers need to prioritise their actions and make efficient preven-

tion choices. With this study, we aimed to provide elements for reflection and to inform priority setting.
The results can be applied through the implementation of similar surveys or directly from the knowledge
already gathered in this study.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the context of animal health and production, biosecurity is
defined as the sum of activities implemented to prevent, control
and/or manage risks associated with specific hazards (e.g. infec-
tious agents) [1,2]. Biosecurity measures can be applied at different
levels (e.g. national, regional and farm level) to prevent the risks of
introduction and limit the spread of pathogens.

The implementation of some biosecurity measures is strongly
linked to policy and regulatory frameworks from national, Euro-
pean, and/or international authorities (e.g. livestock trade control,
mandatory within the European Union). Disease control measures,
including immediate event-based biosecurity measures, are usu-
ally part of national contingency plan and defined in European
and international laws. Other activities are only recommended by
national authorities and, in this case, voluntarily applied by stake-
trans-
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holders (e.g. all-in-all-out procedures on farms). The attitude
towards, and willingness to implement, specific non-compulsory
biosecurity measures may be related to the perceived risk of differ-
ent hazards influencing the acceptability of the measure but also to
the financial burden of implementing the measure [3–5].

Decision-makers and risk managers are often called to decide
upon and recommend suitable measures to prevent the risk of
introduction and limit the spread of pathogens. Depending on
the expected impact and consequences of the incursion of a hazard,
preventive measures may be preferable to reactive measures [6].
This creates a dilemma for risk managers who have to allocate
finite resources between the two activities [7]. The optimum
choice depends on different factors: total costs of prevention, the
chance of incursion and extent of an outbreak and the related
losses [7,8]. The decision-making process must be tailored to each
country according to the process in place and the husbandry par-
ticularities [9,10]. Farmers are in need of governmental interven-
tion and decisions, a tool for common understanding and action
[11].

The European research project, SPARE ‘‘Spatial risk assessment
framework for assessing exotic disease incursion and spread
through Europe” [12] aims to create a risk assessment framework
for risk managers and readily adaptable to known, specific emerg-
ing disease or unknown hazards. This will help assure general pre-
paredness in existing early warning systems for decision-makers.

The main objective of this study was to assess the perceptions
of experts in Italy (IT), Switzerland (CH) and the United Kingdom
(UK) concerning the importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs
and acceptability of selected biosecurity measures relevant to
three case study pathogens selected for use throughout the SPARE
project: classical rabies, bluetongue (BT) and classical swine fever
(CSF) [13]. The elicitation process was implemented through an
expert knowledge elicitation. The results of this study will be of
value to decision-makers and other stakeholders involved in the
design and implementation of biosecurity measures.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Selection of biosecurity measures

For each case study, the selection of biosecurity measures fol-
lowed a two-step approach. First, we generated an inventory of
biosecurity measures to prevent the introduction and spread of
pathogens at national, regional and farm level, including 343 mea-
sures. The inventory was based on authors’ knowledge, a review of
key scientific papers, and of national and international standards.
From this inventory we selected 28 measures for CSF, 27 for rabies
and 25 for BT (Tables 1–3) for further analysis, based on the
authors’ expertise and outputs from the literature search.

Details of the methodology are described in ‘Supplementary
materials’.
2.2. Selection of experts

Our selection targeted experts familiar with the epidemiological
situation of the diseases and with procedures for risk management.
All experts were contacted through the consortium network. This
direct and personal contact aimed to ensure a stronger commit-
ment from the experts as we did not provide incentives for partic-
ipating. Considering recommendations from EFSA to optimize the
sample size regarding the availability of experts, their interest
and resources [14], we selected three experts for each disease,
one expert/disease from each country.

Regarding the experts’ competencies, we targeted experts
employed in national veterinary services or National Reference
Please cite this article in press as: Léger A et al. Assessment of biosecurity and co
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Laboratories. Thus, we guaranteed a global overview of measures
implemented in the whole country. Regional services might have
a very specific implementation view that would not be reflective
of the general national approach.

2.3. Experts’ opinions

An expert knowledge elicitation was used in this study [14].
Experts’ opinion was elicited via questionnaires in October-
November 2016 using questionnaires sent via e-mail. No ethical
approval was required for this study. However, due to the sensitiv-
ity of some data, authorities were required to adhere to country
anonymity. After receiving the experts’ questionnaires, telephone
calls and ad-hoc meetings were organised to discuss unclear
answers or doubts expressed by experts.

The questionnaires, built on a Microsoft Excel (2010) spread-
sheet, contain two parts: (i) the biosecurity measures implemented
in the interviewee’s country and their legal framework, (ii) the
assessment of these measures regarding five criteria: importance,
effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability (definitions in
Table 6 ‘‘Supplementary materials”). The questionnaires distin-
guished between measures to prevent the introduction and limit
the spread of the disease. The scale of assessment ranged from 0
to 3 (0 being ‘‘very poor” and 3 being ‘‘very good”). This 4-point
scale was used to force experts to take a position [15]. Further-
more, each expert could rate the uncertainty of each answer on a
3-point scale (1 being ‘‘not confident” and 3 being ‘‘very confi-
dent”). Interviewees could add biosecurity measures considered
important for their country but not included in this initial list. In
this case the expert was also asked to rate the newly added biose-
curity measure. The full questionnaires are available from the first
author on request.

The questionnaires were pre-tested within the consortium
(through 3 pilot interviews) to minimise question ambiguity and
generally refine the opinion process.

2.4. Statistical analysis

The biosecurity measures implemented for each disease are dif-
ferent; hence the analyses were performed separately for each case
study (i.e. disease). However, the methodology is consistent for all
case studies.

For each biosecurity measure (of a specific disease) the expert
assessment score was calculated as the median of respondent
scores from all countries. If a score was missing, the expect assess-
ment score was based only on the two other answers. To integrate
uncertainty into the assessment score, a weighted median was cal-
culated based on uncertainty scores. However, a respondent’s view
of uncertainty is subjective; given the same facts and opinions one
respondent may still view their response to be more uncertain
than another. Thus, to avoid this bias, we adopted an approach
where the uncertainty about the respondent’s answer was incorpo-
rated into the respondent’s score (Table 4). To estimate the impact
of the uncertainty, we compared the non-weighted and weighted
medians with a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.

A non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation test was per-
formed to assess the correlation among the weighted medians
related to the five criteria (importance, effectiveness, feasibility,
costs and acceptability). To assess inter-expert agreement, the
absolute value of difference between scores was calculated for
each pair of experts, each criterion and each disease.

To compare each biosecurity measure, an overall score was cal-
culated based on the weighted medians of the five criteria. This
score is based on the surface area when the weighted medians
are represented in a radar diagram (detailed in ‘‘Supplementary
materials”). The larger the median scores for each criterion are,
ntrol measures to prevent incursion and to limit spread of emerging trans-
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Table 1
Weighted medians of the perceived importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability of biosecurity measures against the introduction and spread of Classical Swine
Fever in Italy, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Table 2
Weighted medians of the perceived importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability of biosecurity measures against the introduction and spread of Bluetongue in
Italy, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Table 3
Weighted medians of the perceived importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability of biosecurity measures against the introduction and spread of Rabies in Italy,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Table 4
Calculation detail of the five associated values of each score according to the
uncertainty. When the median is based on three scores (one by expert), the weighted
median is based on the 15 new values (5 associated values by experts), determined as
described in the table.

Score given Uncertainty Associated five values
(Values cannot exceed 3 or be negative)

2 (good) 3 (very confident) 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
2 (good) 2 (confident) 1, 2, 2, 2, 3
2 (good) 1 (not confident) 1, 1, 2, 3, 3
0 (very poor) 1 (not confident) 0, 0, 0, 1, 1
2 (good) NAa 1, 1, 2, 3, 3
NAa 2 (confident) Not included in the median calculation

a NA: no answer.
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the larger is the area of the diagram: the area can be interpreted as
the experts’ overall perception regarding the combined criteria.

The statistical analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel
(2010).
3. Results

3.1. Survey

A total of nine experts (in each country one expert was selected
for each disease) were included in the survey.

Experts were satisfied by the list of biosecurity measures
selected. Four additional measures were suggested; one for rabies
and three for BT. Since these measures were evaluated only by the
expert who suggested them, they were not included in the general
analysis but presented separately (Figs. 4 and 5 ‘‘Supplementary
materials”).

The answer rate per expert ranged from 36% to 100%. The mean
answer rates for CSF, BT and rabies were 73%, 100% and 99%
respectively. For CSF, four measures were not scored in any of
the three countries (score NA in Table 1). For BT and rabies, all
measures were scored by at least one expert.

The median scores weighted by the uncertainty for each
assessed criterion are summarised in Table 1 for CSF, Table 2 for
BT and Table 3 for rabies. The normal and weighted median
showed no significant difference (p > 0.3). Tables differentiate
between measures to prevent introduction and measures to con-
trol spread.

The radar diagrams of the measures are presented in Fig. 3
‘‘Supplementary materials” for CSF, Fig. 4 for BT and Fig. 5 for
rabies.

Ten measures were shared among at least two questionnaires
(Fig. 1). In five measures, the difference of the surface area was lar-
ger than 7: this high score difference is mainly due to the small
score attributed to measures to prevent BT.

Correlation results for each pathogen and between the
weighted median of the criteria are presented in Fig. 2.

3.2. Results for CSF

The weighted medians greater than or equal to 2 (‘‘good” score)
represent 68% (87/140) of answers for all criteria. Effectiveness and
costs present more variability with less than 80% of the weighted
medians over a score of 2 (good).

Among all the comparisons of agreement between experts, a
score difference up to 2 (strong disagreement) represents 18%
(10/187) of the comparisons.

The median value of the uncertainty in each country was 2
(‘‘confident”) or 3 (‘‘very confident”). There are no differences of
uncertainty between the different criteria. Inter-expert variability
Please cite this article in press as: Léger A et al. Assessment of biosecurity and co
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was high: two experts used the whole range of scores whereas
the third always chose 3 (‘‘very confident”).

3.3. Results for BT

The weighted medians greater than or equal to 2 represent
more than 60% (15/25) of answers for each criterion. Effectiveness
and acceptability present more variability with more than 36%
(9/25) of the answers under a score of 2. Fifty percent (63/125)
and 18% (23/125) of the weighted median among all criteria are
scored respectively with a score of 2 or 3.

Among all the comparison of agreement between experts, a
score difference up to 2 represents 15% (51/336) of the compar-
isons with a scope from 3% (assessment of costs) to 30% (assess-
ment of importance).

The median value of the uncertainty in each country was 2 or 3.
There are no differences of uncertainty between the different crite-
ria. Inter-expert variability was high: two experts used the whole
range of score whereas the third always chose 2.

3.4. Results for rabies

The weighted medians greater than or equal to 2 represent 75%
(702/135) of answers for each criterion, with an average of 75.2%
among all criteria, a maximum of 82% (22/27) for feasibility and
a minimum of 63% (17/27) for the costs. Forty-four percent
(60/135) and 30% (41/135) of the weighted median among all cri-
teria are scored respectively with a score of 3 and 2.

Among all the comparisons of agreement between experts, a
score difference up to 2 represents 21% (85/399) of the compar-
isons with a scope from 15% (12/81 for costs) to 26% (21/81 for
acceptability).

The median value of the uncertainty in each country was 3.
They are no differences of uncertainty between the different crite-
ria. One expert always chose the value of 3, the others only 2 or 3.
4. Discussion

Studies exist on the application of biosecurity measures and
farmers’ perceptions [16–18], and on farmer’s incentives to apply
them [3,4,11,19–22]. Few studies have specifically assessed the
measures [15,23]. While reviews of biosecurity measures have
started to evaluate measures, the evaluations remain secondary
objectives [9,24–27]. This manuscript addresses this gap, by pre-
senting an objective method to compare biosecurity measures
according to their importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and
acceptability. This method is implemented based on an expert elic-
itation process, where the uncertainty of experts’ responses are
integrated into the final evaluation in a way that limits biasing of
results due to differences in individual experts subjective assess-
ment of uncertainty. To our knowledge the methodology applied
is innovative and provided a reliable support to integrate experts’
level of confidence in the process. The fact that this weighted med-
ian is not different from the normal median can be explained by
the small number of participants. A total of nine experts partici-
pated in the survey, three per disease, one from each country.
Because of the limited incentives for experts to participate (with
no financial incentives available), we favoured direct and personal
contact with the support of the consortium partners to increase
their commitment and willingness to participate. However, in
other financial conditions and to increase the sample size, we
would have organised workshops in each of the countries for each
disease, gathering all valuable experts, to complete the question-
naire. Despite the limited sample size, we still believe the number
is sufficient to provide robust results. An EFSA document dis-
ntrol measures to prevent incursion and to limit spread of emerging trans-
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Fig. 1. Graphic representation of the comparable measures to prevent the introduction and limit the spread of CSF, BT and rabies in Italy, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom. The graphs show the weighted median score of their perceived importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and acceptability.
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cussing sample size for expert knowledge elicitation acknowledges
the possible hurdles toward implementing an expert elicitation
and provides suggestions for compromises [14]. We believe our
approach is in line with the approach described in this EFSA docu-
ment. Moreover, we are aware of the fact that the first expert con-
tacted (with clear experience in biosecurity and the case study)
might not be the one eventually answering the questionnaire or
might have needed some help from colleagues to answer all the
questions. Despite we did not encourage this compromise, we
accepted it in order to increase the success rate. However the direct
contact with experts aimed to address also this potential lack of
expertise assuring quality in answers.
Please cite this article in press as: Léger A et al. Assessment of biosecurity and co
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Kuster implemented a comparable study in CH [15]. They
assessed importance and effectiveness of biosecurity measures.
We decided to include more evaluation parameters, such as feasi-
bility and costs. Decisions are based on several criteria, depending
on the situation (e.g. during an outbreak or a ‘‘peace period”), the
actors (e.g. trade or public health) or even the political situation
(e.g. concern from consumers and farmers). Limiting the assess-
ment of biosecurity to importance and effectiveness would over-
simplify the problem, potentially misleading decision-makers in
their choice.

All countries are free of CSF with no cases reported during the
last 10 years [28,29]. Regarding BT, all three countries experienced
ntrol measures to prevent incursion and to limit spread of emerging trans-
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.07.034
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Fig. 1 (continued)
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outbreaks within the last 10 years: IT still faces outbreaks regu-
larly, whereas CH had its last case in 2008 and the UK in 2007
[28,30]. Rabies was not reported in the UK or CH during the past
10 years, whereas IT reported cases in the period 2008–2011
[28,31,32]. It would be challenging (and beyond the scope of this
survey) to prove a correlation between the animal health status
and the results of the survey. However, some consideration can
be attempted. Rabies experts were significantly more confident
in their answers than other experts (p < 0.05). This could be
explained by the fact that measures have been implemented for
years now, well-studied by the scientific community. In general,
the uncertainty also varies between experts for the same disease.
This can be due to different reasons not directly investigated in
Please cite this article in press as: Léger A et al. Assessment of biosecurity and co
boundary animal diseases in Europe: An expert survey. Vaccine (2017), http://
the survey such as the knowledge accumulated after years of
implementation and recommendation at national and interna-
tional level. However apart from events influencing the confidence
such as recent exposure to the disease, the level of confidence can
be also determined by the intrinsic character and personality of the
experts, a factor not easily controlled but can be alleviated thanks
to different methods (e.g. DELPHI method, training pre-
questionnaire, weighting experts according to their (relative)
expertise). To alleviate this factor in our study, we provided
experts with a clear definition of the uncertainty scale and
explained it to the expert when technical assistance was requested.

The questionnaire length was substantial and might have had
an impact on the answer rate. In order to improve the response
ntrol measures to prevent incursion and to limit spread of emerging trans-
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients from the Spearman rank correlation tests between the weighted medians of the criteria (importance, effectiveness, feasibility, costs and
acceptability) within the three pathogens (CSF, BT and rabies).
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rate, we had contacts with the experts during the survey; clarifica-
tions were provided very carefully and in a way such to avoid bias
or orient answers from experts. Furthermore, in order to increase
specificity in the answers and avoid misinterpretation of the terms
used we provided clear definitions of each of the criteria (Table 6
‘‘Supplementary materials”). Nonetheless, one expert had a low
answer rate (36%) because they did not evaluate mandatory mea-
sures, which they assumed to be fully applied and not discussable.
We received no feedback after contacting that expert a second
time.

It is important to note that measures might obtain the same
overall score from a different combination of the five criteria
scores. For example ‘‘good biosafety measures when transporting
samples” and ‘‘good practices for manure spray” for CSF had the
same overall score, but where the second presents similar scores
for each criterion, the first has very different scores. In our analysis,
the five targeted criteria were weighted equally to calculate the
overall score. However, in reality this may not be appropriate;
decision-makers may consider some of the criteria to have higher
priority than others. Each country has to decide on which criteria
the decision must be based and the link between the relevance
of a measure and its applicability remains complex and variable
[3,11,20,21]. It is possible in the future to revise the methodology
to assign different weightings to the targeted criteria. Alterna-
tively, the results for the individual criteria can be taken into
account, along with the overall score.

Regarding the rabies ‘‘zoonotic risk”, experts highlighted the
measure ‘‘strengthen the cooperation between public health and
veterinary sector”, supporting the idea of One Health in reducing
its impact. However, the vaccination of farm animals was a source
of strong disagreement among the experts. This might be because
the disease has long been eradicated in farm animals in Western
Europe and the cost of vaccinating exceeds the perceived benefits.
Indeed vaccination of farm animals, dead-ends hosts, is perceived
as a highly costly activity by experts. Current risks of introduction
are mostly related to illegal importation of pets from infected areas
and/or infected wild foxes crossing borders [33]. However, the risk
of dissemination to farm populations in Western Europe is low. In
IT, during the recent epidemic, very few farm animals were
infected [32].

Well-known measures such as the implementation of a
restricted zone were rated low for BT. This was due to divergence
between experts regarding effectiveness and feasibility, likely
because spread of vector-borne diseases are thought to be difficult
Please cite this article in press as: Léger A et al. Assessment of biosecurity and co
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to control completely this way. Several efficient measures have
been detailed in the literature to prevent biting midges [34], even
if most of them are only economically profitable for valuable ani-
mals [35], but vaccination seems the best way to prevent and con-
trol the disease [36]. This difficulty of disease control is also seen in
measures concerning wildlife for CSF, which were poorly scored.
This may have been affected by the differences in the density of
wild boar populations in the targeted countries. For those countries
with considerably less density (e.g. UK) those measures targeting
wildlife are less relevant compared to others. This fact underlines
that measures cannot be chosen solely based on best relevance.
Combinations of measures are needed to ensure a sufficient biose-
curity level within the country. Experts might also have lacked
knowledge in entomology and disease dynamics in wildlife, or
not had recent experience of an outbreak or endemic situation,
causing them to be prudent in their answers.

There is no specific measure which reached high scores for the
three pathogens. However, ‘‘tracing system for live animal trade”
was highlighted as very relevant in all diseases. This mandatory
measure is applied at European level [37]. This study had no pur-
pose to identify essential measures and assess their impact on suc-
cess. However, this measure was promoted by all experts and its
inclusion in any biosecurity programme is perceived by experts
as indispensable for success. The implementation of a ‘‘restriction
zone after a suspicion or confirmation” was also rated as a relevant
measure. Relevance of measures and commitment of governments
enhance a measure’s acceptability and implementation. Measures
applied at voluntary basis might be more difficult to evaluate
because of a smaller scale of application and a less obvious impact
on field. We accessed different studies that identified relevant
measures to be implemented at farm level to prevent the incursion
of pathogens [39–41]. However, none of them evaluated the com-
bination of measures.

We identified a lack of correlation between costs and the other
criteria (Fig. 2). This is understandable for costs/effectiveness (a
cheap measure can be effective and vice versa). It is more surpris-
ing to find that costs and acceptability seem not to be linked.
Veterinarian services might have a global vision and bigger con-
cerns justifying the investment, e.g. rabies is of public health sig-
nificance, a CSF outbreak would threaten exportation. However,
most of the biosecurity costs are upon farmers [42]: they accept
to be in charge for most of the diseases [38] but consider that gov-
ernments are responsible for biosecurity of emerging diseases
[11,38,43], ensuring costs and/or policy. The sampling size is lim-
ntrol measures to prevent incursion and to limit spread of emerging trans-
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.07.034
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ited but the study suggests that in some occasions experts’ per-
spectives on the same measure might be opposite. To ensure a bet-
ter implementation of biosecurity measures, discussions and
information sharing between all stakeholders (e.g. decision-
makers, veterinarians, farmers) are recommended, e.g. risk com-
munication or disease surveillance [38,44–47]. Enhanced sharing
information between these stakeholders would support a better
biosecurity level in the country [11,45]. Moreover, the acceptabil-
ity of a measure from farmers implies a lot of different factors such
as importance and effectiveness of the measure, availability of
clear and reliable information, disease history, ease of implementa-
tion and costs [5,27,38,43,47–49]. Actions from governments
should be tailored to situations, group of farmers and should not
deny their experience [38,46].

Measures related to the change of practices such as ‘‘husbandry
practices to limit the contact animal/vector” or ‘‘limit exchange of
shared vehicles” received poor acceptability scores, impacting their
general score. Indeed, changing work practices might be difficult;
however, farmers have strong willingness to change when mea-
sures fit to their ethics and lifestyle motivation [48]. Other studies
supported the fact that financial incentives, penalties and other
financial considerations are not the dominant driver for farmers
to change [5,48].

Facing budget restriction, decision-makers need to prioritise
their actions and make efficient choices. With this study, we were
able to bring elements for reflection. We believe that our survey’s
results are relevant and of immediate use in the targeted countries
and that a similar approach could be applied in other countries to
support their strategy to identify the best combination of biosecu-
rity measures taking into consideration a set of several criteria.
5. Conclusion

This study provided valuable information about biosecurity
measures to prevent the incursion and spread of rabies, BT and
CSF in IT, CH and UK. The methodology developed can be used to
gather information from experts and risk managers to update
and revise practices to prevent the introduction and spread of
the targeted diseases. At the same time, the methodology could
be utilized in countries which are in the process of revising their
surveillance and control strategies taking into consideration the
risk of introduction of other pathogens of interest such as Lumpy
Skin Disease.
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